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I’ombinatorial formulae are used to solve a perturbation problem in linear operator theory. 
To accomplish this, the classical divided differences are studied as elements of an incidence 
algebra and Newton’s interpolation formula is interpreted as a diagonalization process. This 
yields an algorithm for the divided differences of a product function and a combinatorial 
formula for the computation of ana!ytic functions of elements of the incidence alpeb:.a, one 
consequence of which is an algorithm for the divided differences of a ccmposite function. 
Connections with discrete Markov processes are discussed. 
0. Introduction 
In this paper we use combinatorial methods to obtain 3 partial solution of a 
perturbation problem in linear operator theory: given line;,r operators A, B on a’ 
Banach space and a functio:l f which is analytic on a(A), to find linear operators 
H,, H,, . . . such that 
f(A+tB)=f(A)+tH,+f*H,+... 
for all complex numbers t with sufficiently small modulus. 
The pro’-lem was completely solved bv Schwartz [ 151 in the case where A, B 
commute, but it seems that little has been accomplished in the noncommutative 
case. Here we attack the problem in the case where A is ‘scalar’ in the sense of 
Dunford, i.e., an operator of the type which, on a finite-dimensional space, is 
represented by a diagonalizable matrix. 
For the sake of simplicity, and in order to isolate the combinatorial ideas which 
are involved, we consider here only the case of operators on finite dimensional 
spaces, for which one can disregard questions of convergence. The analytic 
aspects of the problem will be treated in a subsequent paper [ 161. 
Central to our development are combinatorial properties of the clasrical divided 
differences, quantities which in the past have been for the most part relegated to a 
minor role in introductory sections of treatises on finite difference methods. (An 
interesting exception is the book L-51, where A.O. Gel’fOnd uses them in the proof 
of his famous theorem on transcendental numbers.) It is, in fact, becoming 
increasingly clear that divided differences have an Important role to plav in 
combinatorial theory (cf. [6. 11, 14)) and one aim of this paper is to derive some 
of their interesting properties. 
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Our development is related to recent work in combinatorial algebra. Since the 
appearance of Rota’s 1964 paper [13], in which the ‘method of Mijbius inversion’ 
was extensively developed, it has become apparent that the method is applicable 
to a much broader clas: of discrete convolution algebras than the incidence 
algebras of locally finite ordered sets for which it was first developed. Cartier and 
Foata [l] applied. it to monoids and, quite recently, Leroux and his collaborators 
[2,7,8] have characterized a very general class of algebras (‘incidence algebras of 
Miibius categories’) which lend themselves to Mabius imer5ion. 
Our approach here is to study the divided differences of rmalytic functions as a 
commutative subalgebra of the incidence algebra of all complex-valued functions 
which are defined on the free Mijbius category of chains (paths) in a complete 
ordered graph, where chains are muhiplied by concatenation. To such a ‘chain 
algebra’ we apply techniques of linear analysis. We are especially interested in the 
pproblem, well knowrt in functional analysis, of efficiently computing analytic 
functions of elements of the algebra. It is here that the divided differences play a 
fundamental role and, reciprocally, the spectral theory rekeals what seem to be 
heretofore unnoticed properties of the divided dilferences and gives an indication 
of their significance for combinatorial algebra. 
After we have developed the spectral properties of divided dif?erences in 
Sections 1-4, we give in Section 5 a probabilistic interpretation of chain algebras 
which is ciosely related to the concept of a Markov chain. From the probability 
model we gain valuable insight into the mechanism flf ihe spectral theory and 
obtain the germ of a simple direct proof of our spectral homomorphism formula. 
In Section 6 Eve apply the combinatorial theory to linear operators and to discrete 
Markov proctsses. 
We note that chain algebras are instances of incidence algebras of multigraphs. 
which have been studied by Leroux and Sarraille [S], ana the spectral theory of 
this paper can be zalried over to that more general settirc. The referee has 
suggested, moreover, that an optimal level of generality for the spectral theory 
might be achieved by developing it for general incidence algebras of Miibius 
categories; this could be an interesting direction for further investigation. 
The author is grateful to Professor E.K. Blum for his kind encouragement at 
the very initial stage of this work; to the Soviet Academy of Sciences and 
ProfesslJr N.N. Sheftal’ of the Institute of Crystallography for their hospitality 
during the period when the paper was written: and 89 the referee, who made 
numerous valuable suggestions for the improvement of the manuscript and who 
brought to the authn* ‘A attention recent related work in combinatorial theory. 
cidelace algebras 
l[n order to put our ideas in context we define the term incidence (algebra in a 
very generitl but simple way. Let C be a set between some of whose elements a 
product xy is defined: it is not required that the product exist for all x, y in G. We 
assume, furthermore, that the following are satisfied: 
(LF) Local finiteness: If z is in G, then t ere is at least one, but no more than 
finitely many, pairs of elements x y in G such that xy = Z. 
(A) Associafitdy: If one of the products (xy)r, x(yz) exists, then both exist and 
are equal. 
If F is a field, then the set A,;(F) of all functions from G into F (formal linear 
combinations of elements of G with coefficients in F) is an algebra, where for 4, + 
in A#) the product 4 4: J/ is defined by convolution. For each z in G, 
Property (LF) ensures that the product is well defined and (A) provides associativ- 
ity. If G has an rf..lentity element, then so does AJF), but typically an identity is 
present in A,; (F1 even when not in G. 
The first systematic treatment of incidence algebras (‘incidence algebras of 
locally finite partially ordered sets’) was given by Rota [13], who obtained 
far-reaching applications to enumerative combinatorics. Recently, Leroux and 
others [2,7] have considerably generalized Rota’s theory by extending it to a very 
broad class of algebras (‘incidence algebras of Mobius categories’), which include 
as special cases the second and third of the following three examples. 
Example 1.1. Matrix algebr.Js L,,(F). Let X be a finite set of n elements and let C; 
consist of all ordered pairs cf elements of X, the multiplicat;on (x, y)(z, w) of two 
such pairs beiug defined only in case y = z : the product is the pair (x, w). Here the 
incidence algebra over F is the matrix algebra L,,(F) over the field F. 
Example 1.2,. Chain algebras r,(F). Let X be an arbitrary set and let G be the 
collection of all ordered finite tuples of elements of X. A l-tuple is called a 
O-chain (or a chain of length 0), a 2-tuple is a l-chain (chain of length l), etc. If 
y = (x,,, Xl, * * . 9 x,,,) and o = (y,,, yl,. . , y,, ), then the product yo is defined only 
in case x,,, = yo, and 
yo = (X,). Xl, . - * , x,,,, y1, . : . , y,,). 
Note that the length of Y(L) is frz + II and that, in contrast to the first example, the 
final element of y and the initial element of w do not ‘convolute out’. We denote 
the corresponding incidence algebra by f-&(F) and call its elements chairs fwzc- 
lions. III case X is a finite set with .U elements, the chain algebra is dc noted by 
r,,(F). In Section S we show that there is a natural homomorphism from a 
subalgebra of c,(F) onto L,,(F). 
pie 1.3. Formal power series n,(F). Again, let X be an arbitrary set and let 
G be the free monoid generated by the elements of X. If y = x1x2 - * . x,,, and 
0 = yiy-, . ’ l y#,, then 
3/w = x,x2 - * ’ x,,,y1y, * ’ * y,*. 
Clearly this multiplication is similar to. but distinct from, the multiplication of 
chains in Example 1.2. Here she elemen+,s of G multiply without restriction and 
the final [actor of y does not merge with the initial factor of o. 
Each member of the incidence algebra can be regarded as a formal power series 
c4 + C Ci,i,..-,,,,xi,-yi? l ’ ’ Xi,,,? 
where e is the identity of the monoid and where the coefficients c, ciliJ..+,, are in F. 
We denote this incidence algebra by n,(F), or by In,, (F) in case X is finite with n 
elements. 
We subsequently deal ;ilmost exclusively with the case where F is the complex 
number field, and the above incidence algebras will be denoted by L,., r* (or I-J, 
and II_, (or I&J, respectively. 
We now proceed to embed I&(F) in T’,(F). We will see later (Corollary 3.2.2) 
that the subnlgebrp I’(:, of & with which I& is isomorphic is invariant under the 
spectral homomorphism which will be constructed in Section 3. This means that 
the spectrai theory for I-& is available for application to the problem of computing 
functions of formal power series. 
Let a formal power series 
ce + C ci,i2*-*i,,,xi,Xi, ’ l ’ xi,,, 
be given and define a corresponding chain function 4 as follows: 4(x,,) = c for 
each O-chain (x,); and 
for each m-chain (x0, xi,, xi?, . . . , xi,,,), 112  1. Thus with the formal power series 
we associate a chain function which has the special property that its value for any 
chain is independent of the first entry of the chain. Moreo$jer, it is clear that any 
chain function with this property corresponds to a unique: power series and that 
the set of all such chain functions is a subalgebra of I’#), which we denote by 
r&(F). 
It is also clear that the correspondence between power series and chain 
functions is linear. In order to ;how multiplicatiAty, let J/ correspond to the series 
de + C di,i2...;,,,xi,Xi. l l l xi,; 
1 
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Then 
which is the coefficient of xi,xi, l l 
series, on the right, by the second. 
9 xi,,, in the multiplication of the first power 
In summary, we have proved: 
Tb~rem 1.1. The incidence algebra llx (F) is isomorphic to the subalgebrz T:(F) 
of &Jm- 
2. Divided diir#erences of a product 
We derive a version of Leibniz’s differentiation rule, one which applies to the 
classica1 divided differences. 
Let C;T be a subset of the complex numbers and let S(a) be the algebra of 
complex-valued functions, each of which is defined and analytic over some 
neighborhood of G. The neighborhood need not be connected and can vary with 
the function in g(a). If f is in 9(a) and (x,,, x1,. . . , x,,,) is a chain of elements of 
cr, then (departing from classical notation) we let f(xo, x1, . . . , x,,) denote the 
divided difference of f relative to the arguntznts x0, xl, . . . , x,,,, repetitions in the 
arguments being allowed. It is known fro n the classical theory (an excellent 
presentation of which can be found in [5]) t’tat divided differences are symmetric 
and continuous in their arguments. From our point of :iew, however, their most 
significant feature is that for fixed f, p is a chain function, i.e., an element of the 
chain algebra f<,. Moreover, the mapping f -+ f has the following remarkable 
property: 
Theorem 2.1. The mapping f + f is a hotnonmphism 01 3%) into c,. 
. The linearity cf the mapping is cvident f;om the Cauchy integral represen- 
tation for divided differences (cf. IS]): 
where the integral is taken over a finite number of rectitiable simple closed curves, 
oriented as is customary in analytic function theory, ..~hicb encompass the points 
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x0, x 1, * * . . x,,, but no other singularities of th&e integrand. So, we need only 
establish the multiplicative property fT= f* 2. 
In our notation, Newton’s interpolation formula is written 
j(x,, ) = f(xJ + f(xo, x1 Nx,, - x0) 
+f(x,,, x1, x*)(x,, -xdxn --I)+’ l l 
+f(xo, Xl, . . . , XJX,, --&?) ’ l l k, --x,1 1). 
We !et / denote the chain function whohe value for an arbitrary O-chain (x,) is 
f(xJ and whose value for all other chains is I); and we let a denote the chain 
function whose value for any O-chain is 1 and whose value for a k-chain, k 3 1, is 
4x0, x1, - * - 9 x&=[(xk -x,,)(& ---x,) l l l (&-x&,)-j-‘. 
(In order to avoid division by 0 sn the last expression, we temporarily restrict 
ourselves to chains whose entries are distinct.) With these notations, kewton‘s 
formula, upon division of both sides by 
k -x&x,-x,! l l - (x,, -X,,-,A 
assumes the form (x *f = p* (x. For reasons which are discussed at the beginning of 
the next section, the chain function cy has an inverse cy‘-’ and we can write 
i= cy *F*(y-*, which is, in effect, the ‘diagonalization’ of the chain function f. 
From this we obtain 
=a!*fYY:~*CY-‘=(y;ii(f*g)“*(Y-‘:=(f.g): 
So far we have established the multiplicativt property of the mapping f+ f 
only for the evaluation for chains with distinct elements. Bui this suffices, since 
divided differences are continuous in their arguments and since an arbitrary chain 
of complex numbers can be approximated by chains with distinct elements. 
The identity element of rX, which we denote by 6, has value 1 for each O-chain 
and value 0 for a19 other chains. 
Let 6, be a chain function. If 4(x,,) = 0 for some O-chain (x,,), then 4 can have 
neither a right nor a left inverse $, since neither of the equations &(.~,,)Jl(x~) = 
6(x,,), $(x#(x,,) = 6(x,,) can be satisfied. 
On the other hand, if 4 is nonzero on the set of O-chains, then the values of a 
right inverse cc/ for O-chains are determined by the equation ~(x&‘4x,J = 1; the 
values for l-chains by the equation 
and so forth. So, inductively, we establish the existence of a right inverse. 
Similarly, a left inverse exists and, since the multiplication for .I-& is associative 
and has an identity, the right inverse equals the left invers(t. 
It follows that, for any complex number h, the chain function 4 --AS has an 
inverse if and only if A # 4(x,,) for all x,, in X We have pro% ed: 
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Theorem 3.1. The spcctvum a(& of a chain function 4 is the set of all values of &, 
for O-chains. 
We now proceed to establish, for an arbitrary chain function & a spectral 
homomorphism from No(&)) to fK, by which we mean a mapping f -+ f(d)) 
which is an algebciic homomorphism such that if f(h)=0 (resp. 1, A) over a 
neighborhood of a(+), then f<& =: 0 (resp. 8, c#A 
It follows that, if f,(h) = f*(h) over a neighborhood of (T(@, then f,(4) = fz(&; 
and, if f is the polynomial 
then 
f(A) = a,,+ a,A + l l l + a,,X”, 
f(4) = a,,6 + a,& + l l l + a,&“. 
We require some additional terminology and notation: The strict decompositions 
of a chain y include the chain itself as well as any factorization into chains of 
length 1 or more, where the order of the factors is taken into account. For 
example, the chain (x, x, x, x) has four distinct strict decompositions: (x, x, x, x), 
(x, X)(X, x,x), (x, x,x)(x, x), and (x, x)(x, x)(x, x); a O-chaiir has but one. 
If n is a strict decomposition of y, we write r s y. li’ 
we let 
and we let cfp : v denote the PI chain 
In the special case where y = (x,,) is a O-chain, rr = y is the only strict decomyosi- 
tion, and we let (i;(n) = I ;nd 4 : n = @(xc,)). 
Thus the mapping 7~ + q(q) is an extension of 4 to the set of all strict 
decompositions of chains of elements of X; and, for f E S(CT($)), TT ++ f(& : ?T) is a 
complex valued function on that set. 
The following multiplicative properties of the quantities defined above are fairly 
obvious: 
Also, 
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Equipped with these notations, we are in a position to prove the central result 
of this paper: 
flheorelm 3.2. A spectral hornotnorphis~~ f ---, f(4) is defined by the formula 
where the surnrnatiotz is taken ooer all strict demcqositions w of the chain y. 
Proof. Linearity is an imgnediate consequence of the linearity of the mapping 
f * f. Multiplicativity is verified as follows: 
To complete the proof, we use additional well-known properties of divided 
differences: If f = g on a neighborhood of CJ, then f(y) - g(y) for every chain y of 
elements of o-: if f is a polynomial, then f(y) = 0 for any chain y whose length 
exceeds the degree of f. 
Suppose that f(A) = 0 (resp. 1) on a neighborhood of o(4). Then { has value 0 
(resp. 1) for each O-chain (A,), A,, in a(+), and has value 0 for all other chains of 
elements of a(4). From formula (SH) we see that f’(4) has value 0 (resp. 1) for 
each O-chain and value 0 for all other chains, i.e., f(4 I = 0 (resp. 6). 
If f(A) I= A on a neighborhood of m(4), then f(A,) = ho for each o-chain (A,,), 
j?A,,, A,)= I fo r each L-chain, and f” has value 0 for al! other chains of elements of 
o-(4>,. From (SW it follows that f(4) has value 4(A,,) for each 0-chaise (A,,). If y is 
an n-chain, FI 2 1, then n = y is the only proper decomposition of y for which 
f(4 : 7~) has a nonzero value. For this choice of w we have <i;(n) = 4(r), so that 
formula (SH) yields [f(4)](r) = 4(y). 
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This is clear, since the values of f(& for O-chains are precisely the values of f 
for the elements A of U-C&). 
ollary 3.22. The suha.‘qehra f g of rx is invariant under the spectral 
homomorphism for I&. 
This follows, since if 4 is in ri. then each term of the summation in (SH) is 
independent of the first entry of every chain, so that f(4) is also in f $. 
WC can obtain from (SH) a general formula for power series by noting that the 
strict decompositions of a chain ‘y, by deletion of the first entries of the factor 
chains, correspond to ordered partitions of y with its first entry deleted For 
example, the strict decomposition 
(x,,, x,. x_l)(xz. x,3, x,)(x4, x,) 
of (x0, xl, x2, x3, x4, x5) corresponds to the ordered partition 
(x, 9 x2)(x+ x&5) 
of (x,. x2, x3?, x4, x,). In order to avoid third order subscripts we use the letters x1. 
XT,... to denote variables which range over the generating set X of the monoid. 
Theorem 3.3. Let n be a formal power series whose coeficient of the identity is c 
astd let f be a function which is analytic on a neighborhood of c. The11 the cocficient 
0.f X,X? l l l x,, in the power series for f(v) is a sum of 2” ’ terms, each of which 
mrresponds to an ordered partition of the indices ( 1,2, . . . , n ). To the partition 
(l,.... k,)(k, + 1,. . . , kz). l * UC,,-, + L *. * 7 k,,) 
into p parts there corresponds the term 
where Ci,i_**.#,,, denotes the coe&cimt of Xi,Xi, - * l xi,,, in the power series r. 
. Divided differences of a composite fn &ion 
Another consequence of the spectral homomorphism formula, which will be 
obtained by applying it to chain functions which are divided differences, is a rule 
for the computation of divided differences of composite functions. 
In the lemma and theorem below the following notations are used: (T denotes a 
subset of the complex plane and f, g belong to 9(a), 9(f(a)), respectively. We 
choose a particular chain y = (x0, x,. . . . , x,, ) of elements of (T and we let 
&.I = (20, 21, - * * , z,, ) denote the chain f : y = (f(x,,), f( x,), . . . , f(.y,, )) of elements of 
f(o). 
Lemma. If g1 is fhe Newton interp0latisn polynomial 
g,,(z) = !fgz,,) + &I, z,Nz - z,,) + l l ’ 
+ gcz,,. z1, * . * 1 z,,)(t-z,)~(Z-z,~“‘(Z-Z,, 11, 
then &(w’J = R(o’) j ‘or w’ = w and for all chains o’ ohtainahle by deleting one or 
mcsre e&es of 40. 
Praiof. The polynomial g,, is the unique solution of a Lagrange-Hermite interpo- 
1atiDn problem relative to g. Le., i:,, is the unique polynomial of degree It such ’ 
that, if zi appears exactly in times as an entry of W, then 
R!F’(Zi) ‘- ,SJ(k’(Zi), k =O, 1, m w * 9 tit - 1. 
! 
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But g,, is also the unique solution of the same interpolation problem relarive to g,, 
(to itself ), and so 
f$,(z(,, 31,. . . . zk)= g(ZI:, 21.. . . , zk), k =O, 1,. . . , It. 
The same result for the remaining chains o’ follows from the fact that the 
interpolation problem and its solution remain unchanged when an arbitrary 
permutation is applied to the entries of the chain o. 
Theorem 3.3. The divided difference of a composite furtctiort is given by the rule 
(g4 = R(f) 
where g(f) is computed by formula (SH). 
Proof. The mapping I: 3 g(f) is an algebra homomorphism which satisfies the 
addizional properties (a), (b) established in Theorem 3.3. Therefore. for any 
polynomial 
g,, = c Cktk, 
we have 
&(fb&kfk =(~~kfk)^=(alof~A 
wherej”=i=6 andfk=f”o***of, k factors, kal. 
Now let g,, be the polynomial of the lemma. From formula (SH), the lemma. 
and the formula just indicated, it follows that 
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To conclude the proof, i4 suffices to show the equality of (gof)“(y) and 
(g,, of)*(y). These numbers appear as the coefficients of (x - x0) x 
(x-x,) l . .(x-x,,_,) in the P ewton interpolation polynomials for g,, of and ~4 
respectively, over the set of pk\ints x0, x1, . . . , x. But if Xi appears m times as an 
entry of ‘y, then Zi =f(Xi) appears at least m times as an entry of 0. Since 
g!:‘( Zi) = g’k)(fi), k = 0, 1, l l l 7 111 - 1, it follows that (g” of)‘k)(Xi) = (gof)‘k)(X,), k = 
091 , . . . , ill - 1. Hence the interpolation polynomial for g,, c f is identical with the 
one for gof, and so we have (~,,of)“(y)=igof)*(y). 
In order to illustrate the mechanism of the formula, we write out its evaluation 
for a 3-chain: 
5. Probabilistic interpretation of chain functions 
Let X=(X,, . . . . x,,} be a finite set, the elements of which we regard as the 
states of a stochastic process. If (Y is an element of the matrix algebra L,, then the 
value of (Y for a pair (xi, Xi) cdn be thought of as a transition probability. In an 
actual probabilistic situation we would furthermore re.luire that a! have nonnega- 
tive values and that, for each i, Cj (Y (xi, xj) = 1, but this is not necessary for our 
purposes here. 
If p is a second matrix, then the matrix product (Y * /3 is the matrix of transition 
probabilities for a composite stochastic process. I.e., (cx * p)(xi, xi) represents the 
probability of terminating in state Xi, assuming that ?ye began in state xi before 
either process occurred and that the process (Y was applied before the process /3. 
In a Markov process we consider iterations of a single stochastic process, which 
correspond to positive integral powers of a matrix cy. 
Chain functions, like matrices, are amenable to a probabilistic interpretation: 
the value of the chain function 4 for a chain (Xi,, Xi29 . . . , xi,) is the probability, in 
a single application of a stochastic process, that starting in state Xi,, WC will pass to 
state Xi,, then to state Xi17 etc., ending up finally in state Xik. That is, the chain 
(xi,% Xi29 l * * 9 xi,) is a possible outcome of an experiment and the corresptinding 
value of the chain function 4 is the conditional probability which we attach to that 
chain. 
If we follow with another experiment, represent d by the chain function 4, then 
4 * # represents the set of conditional probabilitie!, for the composite process. For 
example, each term of the convolution 
(4 * J,)(x,, x2, x3) = (b(x’,)$(x*, x2, x,) + 4(x,, XZ)$(X?, x7) + 4(XI, x2* x,)rlr(x,) 
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represents one of the three possible ways in which we can follow the <path 
(x,, x:.. x’,) in the combination of the two processes. 
Here, too, we can consider repetitions of a single stochastic process of the tyre 
just described. Clearly such interations correspond to positive integral powers of a 
chain function cb, to which the formula (SH) applies. 
Examp1t: 5.1. Suppose a particle moves along a linear grid, whose points are 
designated by x0, x1, x2, . . . , and that the probabilities for the various paths which 
the particlc may follow over a single time unit are given by the chain function 4, 
so that the probabilities for the motion over n time units are given by 4”. We let 
Ai = &(Xi)y i =O, 172, * a * * 
Suppose we want to know the probability that the particle will, during the first n 
time units, follow the path (x1, x0, x1, x2), starting at x1 at time 0 and ending at x2 
at time n. The possibilities correspond to the strict decompositicns (x r, x01 x’ 
(x0, Xl, X2). b,, x0, x,)(x1, x2), and (xl, x0)(x0, xh, x2). If A, = Al, = A2 = 0, then 
the first two are possible only for n = 2, and the third is possible only for n = 3. 
If, however, one or more of A 1, Ao, A2 is nonzero, so that the particle can remain 
at any of the points x,, x(,, x2 for one or more time units, the possibilities are 
greatly increased. In fact, it is clear that the probability which corresponds3 to the 
first of the above factorizations is given by 
7 d GwG4h x9)4(x,, x,, X2), 
p+q+r-=n-2 
the general term of the summation indicating that the particle first remains at x, 
for p time units, then travels the path (x,, x,,), then remains at x0 for q time units, 
then travels the path (x0, .x1. x.,), then remains at x-, for r time units. 
If we let f(A) = A”, then 
c A”A”A 1 o ; = f(A 1, ho, &J 
p+q+r=n-2 
(cf. [9, pp. 19, 20-j); this shows the origin of the formula (SH) for powers and 
hence for polynomia!s. We see that (SH) sums redundencies in the convolution of 
chain functions which are caused by the presence of identity elements--the 
O-chains. 
We can make the following, somewhat artificial, distinction between +(XiJ, 
+(xi, xi), 4(xi, xi, xi), etc., where in a single run of an experiment we rtmain in 
state Xi : We think of the states as being separated by an ‘ether‘. If the outcome of 
the experiment is (Xi), then we have remained strictly in the state x, d:uing the 
course of the experiment. But if the outcome of the experiment is (4, Xi)* then we 
have begun in state Xi, have passed into the ether, and have returned to state Xi, 
and similarly for the interpretation of other chains in which contiguous repetitions 
of states occur. 
We again let X=(x,. . . . ,x,,, and we proceed to define a transformaticzl which 
converts a stochastic process on X of the type represented by a chain ftlnction 
into a process of the type represented by a matrix. 
For 1 s i, j G n we let Cii denote the set of all chains whose initial state is Xi and 
whose terminal state is xi. A chain function 4 is said to satisfy the finiteness 
con&or2 (F) in case 4 is nonzero for at most finitely many elements of any of the 
sets C’ii (in the present context, where X is finite, this amounts to requiring that (rfl 
be nonzero for at most finitely many chains). 
We now define the contraction transforw2ation 4. whose .*alue 4j, for any chai, 
function which satisfies (F) is the element of the matrix algebra L,, defined by 
Theorem 5.1. The ccbntraction m2r2sformutiovl 4 is UM algebra hortwrnorphisn2. 
Proof. Again, the linearity of the mapping is clear and it is only the multiplicativ- 
ity which requires examination. We have 
If a! = 4, then the spectral homomorphism for b, leads at once to a spectral 
homomorphism for ac, defined by the formull f(a) =f(#$, Sor any function f 
which is analytic over a neighborhood of a(& and for which f(4) satisfies the 
finiteness condition (F). But. in general, f(b) satisfies (F) only in case .f is a 
polynomial (so that f(r) = 0 for each chain y whose length exceeds the degree of 
f); and for a polynomial f, the meaning of f(a) is evident independent of the 
contraction homomorphism &. Nevertheless, we shall see in the next section that, 
even for polynomials, it can be computationally advantageous to employ the 
formula f(@) = f(b)4 rather than to compute f(a) directly. 
6. rturbation of a 
For a given diagonal tz x n matrix cy, an arktrary matrix @ of the same order, 
and a function f which is analytic on a neighborhooc.: of the set CF(CY) of 
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eigenvalues of tq we solve the problem of finding matrices q 1, q2, . . . such that 
(P) f(a+tP)=fW+tq,+ t2q+ l l L 
for complex numbers t with sufficiently small modulus. 
There is an application to Markov processes: If cy is the diagonal part of the 
transition matrix, p the off-diagonal part, and f(X) = A’“, then the (i, j)th entry of 
qk is the conditional probability that, in fir iterations, the process will begin in 
state i and terminate in state j, with exactly k changes of state from start to finish. 
30, supposing that cy has diagonal form, we define a chain function 4 whose 
values for O-chains are: the diagonal entries of (x, 4(q) = cw(h, 4) = Ai; whose 
values for l-chains are the entries of the matrix t& ~$(q, xi) = tP(q, xi); anti whose 
value for all higher order chains is 0. Then +&= CY + t@. 
Note that ~(4) = (~(a), i.e., the spectrum of <fi 1s unaffected by to, in contrast to 
the matrix a! + t& whose spectrum is in general distinct from u(a). 
Applying the spectral homomorphism formula (SH) to 4, we obtain j’(tj)(Xi) = 
f(Ai ) and., lor PC > 1, 
since, in the present circumstances, &n) = 0 unless T is the maximal decomposi- 
tion of the chain, i.e. the factorization of the chain as the product of l-chains. 
If for any chain y we let 7rmax (y) denote the maximal decomposition of y, then 
our formula becomes 
where I(r) is tire length of !hc chain y. Letting f be a polynomial and contracting 
f(S), VJC obtain 
In particular, we see that 
and so forth. We see, furthermore, that the various perturbations qi are relatiw 
iterates of the matrix /3. I.e., the summation formulae above have the form 0:’ 
iterates of p except for the appearance of the divided differences, which act as 
‘spectral measures’ or ‘weight functions’. 
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If we interpret the right hand side of (P) as a formal power series in f, then we 
can give (P) validity for any f which is analytic over a neighbor-l-ood of I. To 
do so, we consider a modification of c,, where each chain function is complex- 
valued for O-chains, but can take on formal poMer series in t with complex 
coefficients as values for the other chains. We obtain in this way an algebra over 
the complex numbers, for which the formula (SH) is easily seen to be applicable. 
Moreover, the contraction process f(4) is meaningful so lorig as in each of the 
summations 
no fixed power of t appears with a nonzertb coefficient in more than finitely many 
terms of the summation. This would clearly be the case for the chain function C$ 
which we have treated in this section. 
Probabilistically, we can interpret the perturbation problem, in the case where 
L is a diagonal matrix and t = 1, in terms of a random walk on n points, where Ai 
represents the conditional probability that in a single run of an experiment we 
remain strictly at the point Xi and where the matrix entry p(Xi, Xi) represents the 
probability of moving from point xi to point Xi. In computing f(4), where 
f(h) = A “, we find the probabilities attached to various paths in 112 successive runs 
of the experiment. When we subsequently contract f(@, we in effect disregard 
individual paths and focus our attention entriely on the initial and terminal points 
in the it’trated experiment. 
The spectral homomorphism formula (SH) can, it is clear, be applied to more 
complicated diffusion processes, where in a single run of an experiment nonzero 
probabilities are attached to longer chains. 
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